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Speaking to PCGamesN, Samsung said it is pushing Microsoft to enable ultrawide aspect ratios on its consoles, possibly starting
with the Xbox Series X that launches this holiday season. “We're pushing, we're talking,” a Samsung rep told the publication..
Jan 30, 2020 - Samsung is pushing for the Xbox Series X to support ultrawide monitors.. Samsung is pushing for the Xbox
Sequence X to help ultrawide screens ... Microsoft to deliver at the least one facet of that over to the Xbox Series X. ... play
Xbox One or PS4 games on one of many best ultrawide monitors .... Samsung is pushing for the Xbox Series X to support
ultrawide monitors. By Bill Thomas January 30, 2020. Could we get ultrawide console gaming? Shares.. Samsung is pushing for
the Xbox Series X to support ultrawide monitors. TechRadar | 5h. Samsung is pushing for the Xbox Series X to support
ultrawide .... Speaking to PCGamesN, Samsung said it is pushing Microsoft to enable ultrawide aspect ratios on its consoles,
possibly starting with the Xbox .... Speaking to PCGamesN, Samsung said it is pushing Microsoft to enable ... Samsung to
Microsoft: The Xbox Series X should support ultrawide monitors.. Xbox Series X · Samsung is pushing for the Xbox Series X to
support ultrawide monitors · techradar.com - Bill Thomas · One of the most exciting .... This could be good news for PC gamers,
too. PC gamer Shutterstock. Here's a dirty little secret about support for ultrawide displays: not every PC .... Samsung to
Microsoft: The Xbox Series X should support ultrawide monitors. Speaking to PCGamesN, Samsung said it is pushing
Microsoft to enable ultrawide .... In an effort to expand its gaming monitor customer base beyond PC gaming and into the
console market, Samsung is reportedly in discussion with Microsoft's Xbox console team to enable the latest in ultrawide aspect
ratios on console.. Samsung is pushing for Microsoft to bring ultrawide monitor support to Xbox. The aim is to grow Samsung's
customer base, as reported by .... Samsung is pushing Microsoft Xbox to support ultrawide gaming monitors ... Microsoft's
Xbox Series X will be able to resume games even after a reboot.. Samsung is pushing for Microsoft to enable ultrawide monitor
support on Xbox ... With the Xbox Series X reportedly set to favour frame rate over .... Could we get ultrawide console gaming?
... Samsung is pushing for the Xbox Series X to support ultrawide monitors. We heard word that Samsung is pushing ....
Samsung is pushing for the Xbox Series X to support ultra-wide ... Play Xbox One or PS4 games on one of the best ultra-wide
monitors: nothing .... Samsung is pushing for Microsoft to enable ultrawide monitor support on Xbox, a company representative
tells PCGamesN. In an effort to .... It seems like Samsung has been 'talking and pushing' to Microsoft ... support Ultrawide
aspect ratios at all, making the gaming monitors ... Needless to say, if that happened (likely with the upcoming Xbox Series X,
due in the .... Sophisticated_Chap34d ago. So that someone like me, who has a 21:9 aspect ratio PC monitor, can use an ....
Samsung is pushing for the Xbox Series X to support ultrawide monitors. TechRadar | 2d. Samsung is pushing for the Xbox
Series X to support ultrawide ... 87ec45a87b 
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